Why do we partner with Reclaim Our Vote?

It's simple -- with our help, communities of color can swing elections in 2020!

- Hundreds of thousands of voters of color have been purged from voter rolls, de-registered, and disenfranchised by gerrymandering and voter suppression tactics.
- **Reclaim Our Vote** has a brilliant strategy for *directly engaging eligible voters of color* in swing states with long histories of voter suppression and with communities overlooked by conventional campaigns.
- They've built powerful partnerships to leverage emerging opportunities and maximize outcomes -- **NAACP, Black Voters Matter, VoteRider, DemLabs, Mi Familia Vota** and others.
- They understand the importance of building a lasting base *within* communities of color.
- They know how to engage us (here in the blue Bay Area) in high quality, high impact "export" work -- canvassing, phone banking, texting, post carding and more. They are volunteer-driven and nonpartisan.

**Speaker**

Andrea Miller is the founder of the **Center for Common Ground** and leads its **Reclaim Our Vote campaign**. Hear about Reclaim Our Vote's 2019 successes in Virginia and North Carolina, and the plan for 2020 in key swing states, including Texas, North Carolina, Alabama, Arizona, and others. **The strategy is proven effective and scalable.**

**Fundraiser co-sponsor organizations**

ACLU/Alameda County Paul Robeson Chapter - All On The Line Bay Area - All Rise Alameda 2020 or Bust! - Commit to Canvass - Commit to Flip Blue - East Bay Activist Alliance - Indivisible Berkeley - Indivisible East Bay - Indivisible Elmwood - Indivisible Thousand Oaks - Mi Familia Vota-California - OFA Berkeley+Central Valley - Phone Bank Coalition - RAEB (Rockridge Indivisible) - Sunrise Movement Bay Area Hub - Together We Will Albany/Berkeley - Unitarian Universalist Church of Berkeley (Kensington)